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In reality, they emptied the cities and evacuated millions of people to labor camps where they were starved
and abused. Doctors, teachers and other educated people, as well as monks, the rich, and anyone perceived to
be in opposition were tortured and killed. It is estimated that between 1. The movement was fueled by the first
Indochina War in the s, evolving into an official party in and grew over the next 20 years. In March , Marshal
Lon Nol, backed by pro-American associates, staged a successful coup to depose Prince Sihanouk as the head
of state. Their policies were radical adaptations of Maoist and Marxist-Leninist theories, attempting to
transform Cambodia into a rural, classless society comprised of collectivized farms. The hypocrisy of the
Khmer Rouge can be directly seen in their leadership, as many of the higher ranking officials were
university-educated. Born as Saloth Sar in , he came from a small village roughly miles north of Phnom Penh.
His family was relatively affluent and owned 50 acres of rice paddy, roughly 10 times the national average. He
attended a French Catholic primary school in Phnom Penh until , when he moved to Paris for post-secondary
education and became active in communist groups. Genocide Begins The Khmer Rouge regime was extremely
brutal. The regime generally singled out doctors, teachers, monks, journalists, the rich, artists, anyone with an
education, and ethnic or religious minorities. But they also executed people who could no longer work or
make the journey to the camps, those perceived to be in opposition to the party whether or not this was true ,
as well as the families of those were deemed undesirable so that they could not be chased down for revenge.
Unlike in other genocides or conflicts, no one was immune from being branded an enemy of the state. Even if
one was considered to be on the right side that could change the next day â€” many Khmer Rouge members
were also killed during purges. No evidence was needed in order to send one to prison and people often
fabricated their confessions of various crimes, with the belief that this would end their torment. In reality, they
were more often than not executed once they gave up a list of names of new people to arrest. Cambodian
refugee children, who fled with their families after Khmer Rouge raids, wait for food at aid station outside of
Phnom Penh in Money, free markets, schools, private property, foreign styles of clothing, religious practices,
and other aspects of traditional Khmer culture were abolished, and buildings such as schools, pagodas, and
government properties were turned into prisons, stables, camps, and granaries. Child soldiers were a huge tool
of the Khmer Rouge, as they were easy to control and would follow orders without hesitation, to the point
where many were forced to shoot their own parents. International Response The international community was
largely silent during the course of the genocide. At this time the U. However, this still did not lead to an
international investigation. Today many of the killing fields have been excavated to give the victims a proper
burial but some are also inaccessible due to landmines. Here people were taken for execution after enduring
torture and interrogation at the S prison, a former high school. It has been turned into a memorial site for
visitors to learn about the genocide and pay their respects to the victims. It documented the horrifying
conditions that Cambodians were forced to live in through the stories of American journalist Sydney
Schanberg and his Cambodian colleague Dith Pran. The movie shows the ordeal he is put through and his
harrowing escape. For many outside of the country, this was their first look at what the Khmer Rouge regime
was like. The rest of the party fled west into the jungles along the Thai border, carrying out guerilla attacks
against the Vietnamese. For another decade, the Khmer Rouge fought the Vietnam-backed government with
support from China and the Soviet Union. The violence and instability of this period result in the deaths of
thousands of Cambodians, as well as a large influx of hundreds of thousands refugees into Thailand, still
traumatized by their experiences under the Khmer Rouge and in search of food, medical care, and security. In ,
Vietnam withdrew their troops due to economic sanctions the U. A temporary coalition government was
formed and in a peace agreement was signed between opposing parties. Elections were set for , and the former
monarch, Prince Sihanouk, was elected. Pol Pot led the Khmer Rouge as an insurgency until when he was
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arrested and placed under house arrest. The organization continued to exist until , by which point most
members had defected, been arrested, or died. Glass was immediately shot while Hamill and Dewhirst were
taken as hostages into the notorious S prison. Through real footage of the trial, viewers are provided an
emotional connection with Rob Hamill as he confronts Comrade Duch, the Prison Chief of S and the man that
brutally tortured and murdered his brother. The title of the documentary offers compelling insight as well. For
a long time, the country did not have any doctors, teachers, engineers, or other professionals because they had
all been executed. PTSD was very prevalent among survivors, though it largely went untreated throughout the
s due to the lack of healthcare professionals in the country, as well as a tradition of silence surrounding the
atrocities. The level of destruction inflicted by the Khmer Rouge has greatly contributed to the large amounts
of poverty that many Cambodians face today. In , the Cambodian government agreed to the establishment of a
UN-backed tribunal to prosecute those who committed atrocities between and , resulting in the Extraordinary
Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia ECCC. Unfortunately by this time many of the top-level Khmer Rouge
members had either died or fled the country and were unable to be prosecuted. This included Pol Pot, who
died of natural causes in without any charges pressed against him. Cambodia today is still in a state of
recovery from the atrocities committed by the Khmer Rouge. The country is laden with millions of landmines
, which have contributed to more deaths and disabilities even up to the present. It is estimated that roughly 40,
people in Cambodia are amputees due to landmines. Many families separated during the period of the regime
still have not reunited. Though the Khmer Rouge no longer exists, many participants in Cambodian politics
were previously influential members of the organization. There are also former members living in the
countryside; in many villages people have lived side by side with them for decades.
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The picture was taken in , soon after the peasant boy--then arrived at a school in Phnom Penh, the Cambodian
capital. Hair brushed back under his cap, his uniform neatly buttoned, Khieu stares out with dark, emotionless
eyes that seem frozen somewhere between innocence and menace. But at S, as the Khmer Rouge called the
school, there was no recess--and no studies, either. Khieu, now 41, has a hard time talking about his role in
one of the worst genocides in human history. Standing in a paddy field near his home in Kampong Tralach,
two hours north of Phnom Penh, the wiry farmer vividly recalls his conflicted feelings as a child soldier: I was
just a child. Like Khieu, Cambodia has never really come to terms with its traumatic past. More than a million
fell victim to disease, starvation and forced labor. The rest, starting with those who wore glasses the educated
classes , were executed in cold blood. Pol Pot and his henchmen, the same men who may soon face trial for
their actions, ordered the country to return to the blankness of "Year Zero. Were they perpetrators or victims,
too? Today several hundred thousand of these former cadres--now in their late 30s and early 40s--live in
villages across Cambodia, among people who could easily have been their victims. They are powerful
metaphors for their country. In them, the threads of guilt, denial, horror and memory are hard to disentangle.
How does a society move toward the future when the past is such a heavy burden? More than two decades
after the Cambodian genocide, none of the Khmer Rouge leaders has been brought to justice. But next week,
King Norodom Sihanouk is expected to approve a tribunal to try "those most responsible" for the killing. Like
the ongoing prosecution of war crimes in Rwanda and Yugoslavia, a Khmer Rouge trial could be a crucial step
toward healing a traumatized country. But the road ahead is treacherous. The tribunal, to be jointly run by
local and international judges, will be held on Cambodian soil, where the Khmer Rouge, though spent as a
military force, still looms large in government and in daily life. And that raises more questions: How will a
trial deal with the past without unleashing new demons? How will it balance the desire for justice and the need
to preserve peace? And how will Cambodia handle the deeper issues affecting every village, where victims
and perpetrators still live side by side? More than two decades later, Cambodians remain deeply ambivalent
about bringing Khmer Rouge leaders to trial. Nor is it simply that Buddhism, the religion practiced by most
Cambodians, does not revolve around concepts such as confession, forgiveness and retribution. Cambodians
worry that a tribunal might endanger the only period of peace and stability they have had in 30 years. With the
death of Pol Pot in and the surrender of other top commanders, there is little threat of a renewed civil war. But
Cambodians still fear selective terror and a spiral of vengeance. Prime Minister Hun Sen is a former Khmer
Rouge member, as are many in his administration, and he has cut deals with several aging Khmer Rouge
leaders in exchange for their surrender. A few years ago Hun Sen advised Cambodians to "dig a hole and bury
the past. But he insists that the United Nations cannot dictate its terms. The Khmer Rouge, of course, were the
ones who twisted morality to their own maniacal ends. In their attempt to build a new communist society, they
recruited and indoctrinated hundreds of thousands of rural youth to serve as their revolutionary vanguard.
There are no easy answers, especially when the worst atrocities were carried out, in effect, by mere children.
Were these boys and girls perpetrators or victims, too? The Khmer Rouge recruited hundreds of thousands of
rural youth to serve as its revolutionary vanguard. When Khieu joined the movement in , he was the ideal
tabula rasa on which to write a revolution: Back home in Kampong Tralach, Khieu guides a visitor across the
rice fields to a crater, 30 meters in diameter, now covered in lotus pads. The training was grueling, and they
missed their families. But when they rode on a military truck to the capital--for many, it was their first ride in
a motor vehicle--the kids felt almost omnipotent in their black uniforms, rubber sandals and red-checked
scarves. They sang, laughed and told stories, unaware that they were being taken to the heart of darkness. The
Khmer Rouge had prisons around Cambodia that were equally brutal, but S was the center of its security and
intelligence operations. Its director, a former schoolteacher named Kang Kech Ieu, a. Duch, kept fastidious
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records of every prisoner and comrade and ran the place with murderous efficiency. The young cadres knew
their survival depended on absolute obedience to Duch and "the Organization. Nobody, however, was ever
punished for treating prisoners too cruelly. Hundreds, sometimes thousands, of starving prisoners were
jammed into the four main buildings at S Cheam Soeu, a perimeter guard who joined the Khmer Rouge at the
age of 12, remembers seeing two Caucasian prisoners being burned alive. In a frenzied purge of Khmer Rouge
cadres three years after he joined, dozens of his S comrades were imprisoned, tortured and executed. He says
he came under suspicion when a friend named Heng was interrogated and killed. But when he returned home
after the Vietnamese invasion in January , his words seemed like prophecy: His neighbors, all of whom
suffered under the Khmer Rouge, know about his past at S He is now the development chief of his small
commune, overseeing the construction of a dirt road across the paddies. But the serenity is deceptive. Khieu
still seeks out the company of his former comrades, including Cheam Soeu, who lives nearby. Sitting near his
thatch-roofed home, Khieu is edgy and evasive, his voice stuttering like a machine gun as he protests his
innocence. It is midmorning, but his eyes are glassy from a bout of drinking. The past, when it is horrible
beyond comprehension, can be easier to forget than to remember. Some former child soldiers are willing to
talk, even if only obliquely, about their experience in the Khmer Rouge. But for many, the past is as concealed
and dangerous as the unexploded land mines in their fields. Rank-and-file revolutionaries have a harder time
than Khmer Rouge leaders, many of whom cut deals with the government or became gem and timber traders
in the rebel-run frontier town of Pailin. Word flashed through the village that a former S torturer lived in their
midst. Cambodia has never fully faced its past in part because of this--the danger of pitting neighbor against
neighbor. For all their fear of chaos, most Cambodians still see the need to have a reckoning with the past. The
shadow of genocide still hangs over Cambodia, from the widespread culture of impunity to the motocab
drivers tempting tourists with a ride to the "Kee-leen Feel. But how far will it go? Proceedings will most likely
focus on six or seven high-level Khmer Rouge leaders, including Duch, a born-again Christian who has
already confessed to crimes he committed at S If ordered to arrest Ieng Sary, will Hun Sen oblige? Khieu Ches
at least can breathe easily. What do we do? We have to find a way to live together. We have no choice. Even if
the United Nations participates--negotiations should conclude later this month--there will be the question of
how the three Cambodian judges and two international judges can agree on international law. Every step, he
says, will help bring closure to the victims and contest the argument that might makes right in Cambodia. One
of the seven survivors from S, Vann Nath remembers Khieu Ches as a young guard who ruled supremely over
the antechamber of death. Khieu was 16; he was Vann Nath, a painter by profession, arrived at S in January
from Battambang, where he was detained for a week and tortured for phantom crimes that neither he nor his
interrogator could identify. Khieu says he was a "servant of the prisoners," giving them food, water and
showers. But Vann Nath only remembers being shackled by leg irons in a prone position and eating so
little--two bowls of gruel a day --that he craved the insects crawling on the ceiling above. About a month after
his arrival, Duch, the S director, recruited him to paint heroic portraits of a jowly, smooth-skinned man he
later learned was Pol Pot. Since emerging from S, Vann Nath has tried to honor the dead by forcing
himself--and Cambodia--to look hard at the past. He has strived to live a normal life, raising three children,
running a restaurant, painting in his open-air studio upstairs. But the memories never loosened their grip. Now
56 years old, with a shock of white hair over his broad features, he strolls through the tranquil grounds of S,
preserved as the Tuol Sleng Museum of Genocidal Crimes. The walls are covered with thousands of
black-and-white photos of prisoners, their eyes staring accusingly back at the visitor. As he talks to a friend,
three schoolgirls in white blouses and blue pinafores skip into the room. One of his former guards had come
back with friends to take a look at S, covering his face with a scarf. Vann Nath pulled the former guard into a
room and threatened to kill him. The images of torture in his painting have disappeared, replaced by more
bucolic scenes--a fisherman casting his net on a glistening river, buffalo carts moving down a rural road. But
the only way Vann Nath can get to those places in his own mind is by facing down his past. Unlike most
Cambodians, he has made a point of tracking down his former tormentors--not to carry out a vendetta or hold
a tribunal, but to have a face-to-face talk. When Vann Nath heard, earlier this year, that researchers had
located Khieu, he arranged a visit to Kampong Tralach. Khieu welcomed the former prisoner to his home
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among the paddies. He even tried to argue that he, too, was a victim of the Khmer Rouge. Vann Nath quietly
objected. They did it willingly. Neither of them had much control over the events that scarred their lives. And
here they were, two grown men sitting down together on the dirt and talking, civilly, about a horror neither
they nor Cambodia can forget.
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The government imposed bans on peaceful protests, including strikes by trade unions campaigning for
increased wages. In some cases, protesters engaged in attacks in response to security force repression. The
agreement, which followed the arrest of prominent CNRP leader Mu Sochua, and six other CNRP assembly
members on trumped-up charges, failed to commit the CPP to implement institutional and legal reforms to
ensure that future elections will be free and fair, or to guarantee freedom of expression and opinion, peaceful
assembly and association, or fair trials. Poverty remained particularly severe in the countryside, while urban
workers also suffered from wages so low they contribute to widespread malnutrition. Victims of land
concessions to agro-industrial business interestsâ€”the major cause of dispossession of land from farmers, and
resulting land disputesâ€”made little progress in receiving adequate compensation and resettlement packages.
Excessive Use of Lethal and Other Force In early January, authorities banned all protests, in part to try to force
organized labor in the garment industry to lower their demands for a minimum wage increase. Gendarme,
police, and para-police personnel killed at least seven people and injured dozens of others mostly during the
first seven months of the year, before the ban was partly lifted. Protesters also injured several members of the
security forces. Impunity and Politically Motivated Prosecutions Since the CPP has been in power, members
and commanders of government security forces have enjoyed impunity from investigation, let alone
prosecution, for serious human rights abuses, including political assassinations, other extrajudicial killings,
and torture. Instead, politically partisan police, prosecutors, and judges pursued at least 87 trumped-up cases
against CNRP leaders and activists, members of other opposition political groups, prominent trade union
figures, urban civil society organizers, and ordinary workers from factories around Phnom Penh. Although 30
of the 55 received suspended sentences, 23 had already spent many months of pretrial detention in an
overcrowded, substandard, and isolated prison. Land Confiscation and Forced Evictions The ill-effects of
often illegal land acquisitions, by politically powerful individuals and their business partners, and forced
evictions, continued to mount. The number of people affected by state-involved land conflicts since passed the
half-million mark in March , according to calculations by the local nongovernmental organization LICADHO.
The rate of new disputes was higher than in Many of the new disputes ensued from the failure of the
authorities to distribute land titles awarded to rural residents as part of a scheme, personally conceived and
overseen by Hun Sen. In August , Hun Sen blamed his government subordinates for failing to resolve disputes,
repeating many previous pledges to end unlawful land takings. At least four people remain imprisoned after
convictions in previous years for opposing land takings, while charges against at least 19 others were pending
in various provincial courts. Authorities locked up alleged drug users, homeless people, beggars, street
children, sex workers, and people with disabilities in these centers for arbitrary periods. People held during
investigation, or prosecution for common criminal offenses, or convicted in court, were still routinely tortured,
or otherwise ill-treated. The police and prison authorities, beat, pistol-whipped, used electro-shock, kicked,
slapped, and punched inmates, often until they become unconscious. Much of the torture was aimed at
extracting confessions or extorting money. New Laws Strengthening Government Control of the Judiciary
Amid politically motivated prosecutions and unfair trials, the CPP further tightened its control over the
judiciary by rushing passage of three laws through the National Assembly during the opposition boycott. Laws
on the Organization of the Courts, the Statute of Judges and Prosecutors, and the Organization and
Functioning of the Supreme Council of the Magistracy, promulgated on July 13, , increased government
control over a politically subservient Supreme Council of the Magistracy, and weakened provisions for
judicial independence. Khmer Rouge Tribunal On August 7, , eight years after the creation of the United
Nations-assisted Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, former Khmer Rouge leaders Nuon
Chea and Khieu Samphan were convicted of crimes against humanity, including extermination and political
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persecution. The two continued to face trial on other charges, including genocide, in connection with Khmer
Rouge policies and practices from to However, given their advanced age, it was far from certain that a second
trial would ever be completed. The authorities introduced more burdensome procedures for union registration,
and independent unions complained that their union registration was intentionally being delayed. The
government also moved toward passage of a revised law on trade unions that fell far short of international
standards guaranteeing freedom of association. Ongoing reports of employees fainting en masse in factories,
prompted authorities to create a committee to investigate the causes. China, Vietnam, and the US provided
material military assistance and training to the Cambodian security forces, including units known to have
recently been involved in serious human rights violations. Positively, the US conspicuously refrained from
endorsing the elections as free and fair, and repeatedly and publicly called on the authorities to respect human
rights, especially to restore the rights to freedom of association and peaceful assembly. The World Bank,
which suspended new lending to Cambodia in because the government had forcibly evicted people in a
manner violating bank policy, began to consider resuming funding for government land projects, even though
the government had not fully resolved the problem that had led to the suspension, or ceased and remedied
reprisals against those who have advocated on these issues, among them activists sentenced to prison in
November In September, Cambodia agreed with Australia to accept an unknown number of refugees
transferred from the island nation of Nauru.
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Amanda Prak is a survivor of the Khmer Rouge invasion in The Khmer Rouge attempted to turn Cambodia
into a classless society by depopulating cities and forcing the urban population into agricultural communes.
All the members of her immediate family were held prisoner and then later separated from one another and
sent to different work camps. They lived like this for over two years. They were told repeatedly that their
family was no longer significant, but rather the only thing that should concern each of them is the loyalty and
preservation of their government. There were very few glimmers of hope for Amanda during those torturous
years. The family spent three months making their way through the jungle. It has been a journey of recovery
for her. Many times she has travelled to the country of her birth, bringing and food and supplies to nourish
those who suffer from malnutrition. During these trips, Amanda learned of the growing human trafficking and
sex trade business where young girls were being taken or sold into bondage. As a means to combat this
horrific business, Amanda decided to build a school in a particularly desolate area of Reang Keseil. Education
truly is the best tool for fighting poverty and creating a brighter future for the children of Cambodia. I was
astounded at the fact that we are the same age, ish, live in the same neighborhood, raise kids in the same
schools, but our childhoods could not have been more different. When she was older she was separated from
her family and sent to work in the rice fields with hardly any sustenance. She was boarded with other girls her
own age, but they were not allowed to speak, touch, or support each other without threat of death or
punishment. Amanda speaks to school children of all ages about her experiences growing up. I would like to
ask you to help me in my fundraising efforts to go with Amanda and her family to Cambodia. I am asking for
help with my expenses to make this trip to assist me in production as we make our way through Phnom Penh,
Siem Reap, and Battambang. The story was based on Holocaust Survivor, Alexander Lebenstein. I travelled
with Alexander and his niece, son, and granddaughter to the town in Germany where Alexander was born,
Haltern am See. Alexander had accepted a mentorship with the school anti-racism program sponsored by a
prestigious government agency, the Realschule. I spent seven days following Alexander through the town and
the places that he remembered as a child during Kristallnacht and then also to places where he had been
imprisoned during the war prior to his eventual deportation from the town. I wanted to show the viewer the
places and Alexander was energetic and willing to go anywhere, including crawling in the dirt in the Jewish
Cemetery to show how he hid from soldiers. The trip was emotional for him. I also conducted a series of
interviews that focused on the reasons the town wanted to connect with Alex. I believe this experience has
uniquely suited me to pursue this story about Amanda. Together we will explore the parts of Cambodia that
she, her sister, and her parents remember. We will explore distance and terrain that her family faced in their
struggle to survive. It may be traumatic for them. We will also take a closer look at the culture of Cambodia,
as well explore the widespread poverty that spurred Amanda to begin her nonprofit work. We plan to see the
school that Amanda helped to fund and find out how the school has changed lives. The main concern about
my work in Cambodia is the language barrier. I feel very secure knowing that Amanda will remain with me
throughout the trip, but I will also have the guidance of Cindy Szadokierski, who is traveling with a group of
students from Randolph Macon. Questions about this project?
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regime returns with her family to Cambodia in January
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